We are looking for someone who is not looking for a Certified Exercise Physiologist job...but is looking for an exclusive opportunity to be a part of something exciting and willing to work hard to make it happen.

The Company:
We are Southeast Physiotherapy and specialize in helping active adults and athletes return to work, sport, and life without the use of medications, injections, or surgery. We provide an exceptionally high level of care for our clients and have an excellent rating by them who time and again return for new problems or send their friends and families for our care. We have a very well respected staff and use integrative health methodology.

What We Are Looking For:
- A full-time Certified Exercise Physiologist (CEP) to join our growing, hard-working, family-like team.
- A skilled communicator who can speak to clients in a way that they can confidently make an informed decision about their plan of care and see the value in your services.
- An encourager who ensures clients remain excited about their therapy program and remain committed to the plan of care established at the first session so that they meet their clinical, health, and lifestyle goals.

The Position:
We are looking for a full-time, 40-hour per week CEP in our Orthopaedic and Sports Clinic. Our clinical approach utilizes physical therapy, exercise therapy, functional conditioning, and education with excellent support staff all working together to provide an exceptional and memorable experience for our clients – one that keeps them coming back and that compels them to tell all of their family and friends about us.

Our Mission:
Southeast Physiotherapy treats, educates, and empowers their clients to achieve optimal functioning in their daily lives

Core Values:
Teamwork  Collaboration  Expertise  Altruism  Quality  Value

** We stick by our Core Values. They are not just a list we put in a frame on the wall. We live by them and hold each other accountable to them. They guide our behaviours and decision-making each and every day.

Our Clinic:
- The clinic is 2,500 square feet with five private treatment rooms and a small gym
- Support staff are available to assist with administrative duties
- Caseload is orthopaedics and sports, ~50% private and 50% insurance (Primary-level WCB and 3rd party conditioning programs, No SGI).
- We are a Complete Concussion Management clinic and specialize in post-concussion assessment, treatment, and baseline testing.
- Assessments are 60 minutes, treatments are 30-60 minutes.
- Family environment, supportive staff, experienced therapists, regular staff outings, great place to work!
The Benefits:
- Energetic, fun and family-like atmosphere featuring monthly staff events and weekly staff development meetings.
- Opportunity to work in a supportive environment with an amazing culture.
- You will never be double-booked or treating more than two patients per hour.
- Continuing Education provided:
  - Complete Concussion Management Certification
  - The Matheson System- Functional Capacity Evaluation Certification
  - Functional Movement Systems- Level 1
- Competitive pay commensurate with your experience. Starting salary is $50,000/yr.
- Health benefits, paid vacation and holidays, sick time, personal day, banked time.
- Bonus program based on client outcomes.
- Relaxed atmosphere- Where patients want to come back because they feel like family.

The Location:
- Southeast Physiotherapy services Estevan, SK and many smaller communities in Southeastern Saskatchewan. It is a well-established clinic that has been in business for over nine years with a large client base.
- The main industries in the area are oil & gas, coal mining, and agriculture. Estevan is also home to the SaskPower Boundary Dam and Shand Power Stations, as well as the Carbon Capture and Storage Facility.
- Estevan is home to top-notch sporting facilities, including Affinity Place, the RM of Estevan Leisure Center, TS&M Woodlawn Golf Club, Hidden Valley Golf Course, Kinsmen outdoor arena, Cactus Park Ball Diamonds, Estevan Bowl, tennis courts, beach volleyball courts, and many more.
- Woodlawn Regional Park has two locations for camping. The Boundary Dam location is a great place to hang out at the beach, boat, or play beach volleyball.
- The Estevan Motor Speedway is also a local favourite to watch stock and modified race cars through the warmer months.
- The Orpheum Theatre has expanded to two theatres with many showtimes and a very nostalgic feel.
- Estevan is the ‘Sunshine Capital of Canada’ with the most hours of sunshine throughout the year.

Why Should You Apply:
- Opportunity to work in a truly unique, growing, and integrative practice model.
- Outstanding, superior work culture.
- Reasonable and realistic productivity standards that yield long-lasting relationships and outstanding results for your clients
- We like to have a lot of fun at work!

Interested?
- Visit us on our website www.southeastphysio.ca and Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/Southeastphysio/ to learn more about us.
- Send a written resume to leann@southeastphysio.ca
- Please title the subject line as CEP Position – [name].
- Submit a video to introduce yourself and answer the following questions:
  - Provide an example where your leadership skills were put to the test.
  - When looking for a job which of these is the most important in choosing a job: Money, Time off, Perks, or Opportunity? (Choose only one!)
  - What are your interests and hobbies?
  - If I gave you unlimited funds and thirty days where in the world would you go and why?

Thank you for your interest in our position!